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SWOT CRM Interfaced with
ProTrac’s ERP Software
Have you SWOT tested your customers today?
When the recession hit in 2008 wholesalers needed a way to sell
more product to their current customers. Normal Reports took too
long – Sales Reps needed to analyze a customer while they were on
the phone or across the counter. They needed information on what
a customer was buying, not buying, or if their sales were in decline
IN REAL TIME.
SWOT was developed and today distributors can SWOT TEST their customers
at the counter, from a I PAD, I PHONE, ANDROID or their desk computer. Today
our customers can SWOT test their customers and see their:
S
Strengths
What they are currently buying
W
Weaknesses
What they used to buy from them
O
Opportunity
What LIKE customers were buying
T
Threats
Are Sales and Margins headed south

800-711-7374
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Ask for a demonstration of ProTrac and SWOT from Mel Carney
Mel Carney
800-711-7374
Professional Data Systems, Inc.
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SWOT CRM Interfaced with ProTrac Distribution Software
-Strengths
+ 10 products Purchased Regularly
Has a high margin percentage (31.95%)
Purchases on Average every 2 weeks from
10/7/2010 to 6/21/2012
Has purchased in the last 9 days
They are opening a new branch in San Antonio

As soon as A & B Electric is displayed SWOT
shows the sales rep a summary of
Purchases, their Margin %, how often they
buy any product
There is also a note about a new branch in
San Antonio

Losing a customer and not
knowing they are walking away
is painful.
Edge is a buying group for electrical

ProTrac has a field for keeping
track of a type of customer.
SWOT can search and find all
products that LIKE customers
are buying but A&B is not
buying
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- Weaknesses
+ Has stopped buying 2 Products
Bought $238.00 of Edge Products in the
past 12 months (7.5% of the total)

- Opportunities

- Opportunities

+ Similar Customers purchased the

Similar Customers Purchased

following products
Need to introduce new green range
Need to find out why they are not buying
our cable
5/12/2012 present Eco-Range to them

18 Like Cust Purch 4/3EMT Conduit 1101 times
15 Like Cust Purch 2/1 EMT Conduit 863 times
15 Like Cust Purch 912-5 4/3 2H EMT 492 times
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Need to Introduce Green Range to this customer
Need to find out why they are not buying cable
5/12/2012 Show new Eco-Range and make phone call

800 -711-7374

The above information is just the first page, SWOT can also provide analysis of this customer’s Purchases. Here we look to
Recent Activity. That Activity can be broken down into Revenue – Margins – Units - all done without leaving Order Entry!
This information is
coming out of the last
30 months of invoices
for A&B Electric.
Using SWOT the SR
saw a trend that this
customer is no longer
buying cable from
them – While the
customer is on the
phone the SR can run
this analysis of the
A&B account
The SR wants
to see how
this customer
unit buys are
stacking up
against Last
years. The
same graph
can be run by
revenue and
margins.
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FOR U TUBE DEMONSTRATION OF SWOT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoYN21XzugM
ANALYSIS IS NOT JUST FOR ACCOUNTANTS – ANYMORE
ProTrac and SWOT give fast analysis to your sales team. They can use
the tool to help a customer buy more of your products.
SWOT is like having a competition alert that is always on and always
looking for ways to move more of your products to your customers

Contact Mel Carney for a demonstration of ProTrac,
SWOT CRM
800-7111-7374
Professional Data Systems, Inc

800 -711-7374

For more information and to see a complete demonstration of ProTrac
and our SWOT product,

THEN WE ADD A FULL CUSTOMER RELATIONS MANAGER TO SWOT
AND SWOT CRM IS READY FOR INSTALL

We feel that SWOT CRM was done right, right from the
beginning. They started with SWOT which gives the customer
the abilit y to analyze a customer from where ever they are on
almost any smart device. They have added the Cloud for
looking up product from remote locations and with CRM they
are rounding out a product that will be the leader in CRM
products in the coming years.
As a vendor we investigated 15 different CRM packages
before selecting SWOT CRM because we believe that they
offer our customers the best software to do all of their
analysis of their customers. Mel Carney
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Figure 1 Email from the field to a customer

How much power do you want your sales people to carry with them when they head out to make sales calls?

SWOT CRM - ProTrac
Lets you give them the power that they need
Without - breaking the bank
For Information Contact Mel Carney at PDSI
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